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The LMPost is a bimonthly LMP e-newsletter created by grad students for grad

students at UTSG. It features news, articles, and announcements about student and

academic life, both on and off campus. By including upcoming events, student talent

and alumni spotlights, career development and volunteer opportunities, successful

grads and transfers, etcetera, we hope to engage all LMP graduate students across

the various research locations.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH AN LMP ALUMNI

For the December issue of the LMPost, we spoke to

exceptional LMP alumni, Bilal Ahmadi. Bilal completed his

MSc in 2015 in Dr. Douglas Templeton’s lab. Bilal has built up

his skills in science education since high school, which has

culminated in him working for science outreach organizations,

such as the Ontario Science Centre. More recently, Bilal is

applying his communication skills in a clinical environment as

a first year medical student at McMaster University. We got a

chance to catch up with Bilal, and he gave us the inside

scoop on pursuing a career in science education.

You say you were in basic research lab, so what got you interested in science education?

It started when I participated in the Ontario Science Centre Science School during high school. Part of

the curriculum was an “Innovation Course” where, essentially, you build a museum exhibit, or interact

with the public as if you were a Science Centre employee. My love for this kind of work blossomed.

During my undergrad at U of T Scarborough, I volunteered for an organization called Let’s Talk

Science, and eventually got a job with them as a coordinator. There, I would speak about my research

and attend conferences to learn more about the science communication world. During my master’s

degree, I got a job at a community center downtown where I developed science activities for an

afterschool science camp. So as I got more and more involved, my interest grew.

So how did you end up working at the Ontario Science Centre?

After I finished my MSc, it took me four to five months to find the position at the Science Centre. I

didn’t get it the first time I applied, so I was looking around for other positions. Through a connection I

had made at Let’s Talk Science, I contacted Dan Riskin, who is one of the co-hosts for Daily Planet.

Normally I wouldn’t do this, but I asked him about potential opportunities at Daily Planet. He was

amazing, but said he didn’t have anything in TV and referred me to another person who used to work

for daily planet who was now the CEO of a science museum in Edmonton. Through him, I was able to

connect with Anthony Morgan, who founded a company called Science Everywhere. I still work for

them. They do a number of demonstrations and fun activities to reach millennials and get them more

interested in science, and hopefully, in science policy and decision-making too. The next time I applied

to the Science Centre, I was able to reference my position at Science Everywhere.

Why don’t you start by telling us a bit about your time in LMP?

Bilal: “My lab was mainly focused on toxicology. I looked at cadmium influences on cell death and

survival processes in kidney cells. Cadmium is an environmental toxin found in old paint, cigarettes,

and electronic waste. It has a very long half-life so it will stay in your system essentially your entire life.

Cadmium can change the way a cell is influenced towards survival or death. I studied autophagy, one

of the potential survival pathways influenced by cadmium. My work was at the basic science level.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE
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“… I was surrounded by 

scientists from several 

different fields that were 

all passionate about one 

thing: getting more 

people involved and 

interested in science.”

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE
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What was your role at the Science Centre?

I was an Educator within the department of the Science Centre that focused on education. We dealt

with any school or camp groups that came in to learn about a particular subject. Then we would have

programs and planned activities for the students, or any adults that came in, that were hands on

workshops or stage demonstrations.

How did you go about preparing programs?

There are actually many resources available online. The best resource ended up being my fellow

employees. What also works, is imagining yourself as a member of the audience and thinking about

what they would want to see and learn about. It was very different explaining something to a child in

fifth grade compared to an adult, you had to be creative.

Did you use many skills developed during your time in LMP?

Yeah, absolutely. If you don’t use the basic research skills, you are using communication skills and

experience from speaking in large groups. You also practiced condensing information for people that

may not know it very well to make it more palatable—and this is almost exactly what you do in science

communication.

What is your favorite part of working in the

field of science education?

When I was in LMP, I loved interacting with

people on my floor, however almost everyone I

spoke with was a cell biologist. But when I was

working at the Science Centre or Science

Everywhere, I was surrounded by scientists from

several different fields that were all passionate

about one thing: getting more people involved

and interested in science, and increasing science

literacy - I found that fantastic.

AN INTERVIEW WITH AN LMP ALUMNI CONTINUED…

What is something that people may not realize about positions like these?

Because there are so few opportunities, it can be difficult to find a permanent position. Most of which

are filled by people who have been working at the Science Centre for 30 years or more. Because of

this, I had to leave about 4 months ago as I was on a government contract.
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If people want a job in science outreach, what advice would you give them?

It’s tough. For the first two months or so I went to Indeed or Monster and I searched for “science

education”. It’s a desert out there. Many of the available jobs happen to be for grade twelve textbook

editor positions. There were also communication positions for writing information pamphlets for

patients. But, if you want to get experience in science education, the key is to volunteer and network

and meet people who are successful in that field that can help you.

Although still in the early stages, do you think these experiences in science education have

helped in your medical career?

I applied to medical school twice during undergrad and didn’t get in. During the last application cycle, I

made sure to emphasize my science education experience.

“… if you don’t 

receive the 

position, always 

follow up […] so 

you can do better 

in the future.”

Another thing I did was follow up after the first time I applied

to the Science Centre. I called the person who interviewed

me and asked her for some feedback. She told me that I had

been very close to succeeding in getting the position, and

that maybe something would open up in the future. Then, a

few days later, she remembered me and called me to let me

know that a spot had opened up.

So my advice would be, don’t be nervous, contact them and

see what they have to say. The worst thing that can happen

is that there are no positions available. And if you don’t

receive the position, always follow up and ask for feedback

so you can do better in the future.

THANK YOU BILAL!

AN INTERVIEW WITH AN LMP ALUMNI CONTINUED…

Also, knowing how to explain medical research in layman’s

terms is an important skill for physicians. So I feel that my

science education background benefitted me in this way,

and actually, I like to think of physicians as educators as

well.
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SH*T PIS SAY

Share funny and relatable things supervisors say. They can be funny, outrageous, annoying, or even 

shockingly strange. Below are real life examples. Care to share? lmpost.utoronto@gmail.com

“You remind me of myself at your age, you’ll be fine… ”

December 2017

CLAMPS EVENTS

CLAMPS has many great events in store for the end of 2017 and the start of 2018. 

Here are a few to keep in mind:

Monday, December 11th: CLAMPS Annual Town Hall Meeting

Monday, January 22nd: First Committee Meeting Seminar

UPCOMING WINTER 2018…

Wine & Cheese Night

Wellness Event 

Raptors Game

“Your public speaking is fantastic.”

At Christmas Lab Lunch: “Don’t worry everyone, lunch is on me!”

SUPPORT THE REPORT

Join the nation-wide effort to support the Fundamental Science Review, also known as

the Naylor Report; a detailed guide outlining how the federal government can improve

funding towards research in Canada. If you’d like to read the report or the 25-page

executive summary, you can find it at sciencereview.ca.

There are many ways you can get involved in the Support the Report campaign,

including signing postcards, contacting your member of Parliament, or spreading

awareness on social media! For more information on how to get involved, check out

the CLAMPs website or UofT’s recent Support the Report article.

Remember to keep an eye out for the CLAMPS 

Weekly Digest every Monday – it has a list of 

all the upcoming events you won’t want to miss! 
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CLAMPS EVENTS REWIND

As 2017 draws to an end, we find ourselves hustling to finish experiments before the Holidays and

reflecting on the last busy few months. It’s diffiult to believe we’re already 3 months into the 2017-2018

academic year – it’s been a wonderful start, and we look forward to what 2018 has in store!

Student-Faculty Volleyball Game

The annual student-faculty volleyball game was yet

another historic and well-fought match for both

teams. Although the students played with grit and

determination, they were no match for the faculty

who continued to dominate the court, and won this

year’s outing three games to zero. We encourage all

students and faculty, regardless of previous

volleyball experience, to join us next year for an

exciting rematch!

LMP Intramural Volleyball Team Takes Home Silver

Despite the loss at the student-faculty game, the LMP student

team finished in 2nd place overall in the Co-ed Open

Intramural volleyball league. Congratulations to all players

who helped LMP reach the podium, and a special shout-out

to the team’s committed captain Filomena Grosso, who

played her final match for the department.

Outreach Event

LMP Students braved the cold and volunteered their time

to help prepare and distribute sandwiches to the

homeless. Sad you missed it? Keep an eye out for more

opportunities to give back to our community in the Spring.

CLAMPS works hard to bring you academic, outreach, recreation & wellness, and social programming 

year-round. They love feedback and welcome any new ideas!

Connect with CLAMPS in person, via email clamps.lmp@gmail.com, 

their website or Instagram @CLAMPStagram. 
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A Principal

Investigator doing

bench work
What people? 

I only see mice

Someone 

wearing gloves

outside the lab

A confused

undergraduate 

student

Someone 

addicted to coffee

A lab doing 

“spring cleaning” 

A person 

celebrating an 

experiment that 

finally worked

Donors

visiting 

the lab

A lab mate on the 

way to their 

defense

Everyone is away 

on holiday & you 

see your 

reflection in the 

fume hood

Lab technician 

still around after 

5pm

Sleep

deprived zombie

Free Pass! 

Nothing out of the 

ordinary!

Someone racking 

a years worth of 

pipette tips

Post doc you are 

pretty sure sleeps 

at the lab

Destroyed

after committee 

meeting

Constant Cloner
Safety Inspector!

Put on your 

lab coat!

That person who 

comes 

in late gets

to the lab first

New students on 

a lab tour

That person 

always running 

Western Blots

Someone rushing

to clean a spill

Lab going out to 

lunch together

Freshly returned 

from a 

conference

Vendor visits the 

lab to give a 

sales pitch

Print out this game and play it with your lab mates! 

For this issue, see how many of these lab characters you can find!   

“People you see 

around the lab…”LAB BINGO

LMPost
December 2017
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The LMPost is looking for individuals to contribute content on a more or less regular basis. This would

involve contributing to each issue (December, February, April, June), attending LMPost meetings (~1 per

semester). Of course, help and guidelines will be provided!

Please e-mail us at lmpost.utoronto@gmail.com if you’re interested in joining our team!

1. Career Development: attend and, or write about career development events, interview LMP alumni

about their careers, shed light on potential career paths for LMP graduate students, etc.

2. Community Engagement: highlight volunteer opportunities and community events that grad

students can participate in, attend local events and write about your experience, etc.

3. LMPubs: interview LMP graduate students who recently published a journal article about their

research, etc.

4. Event Photographer: attend and photograph CLAMPs and department events, as well as obtain

written consent from individuals to publish their photo

We also welcome submissions to our regular sections:

• Sh*t PI’s Say: this regular column includes funny tidbits we PI’s say!

• LOL My Thesis: turn your formal academic thesis title into funny or ironic one-liners for all to enjoy.

• What’s on Scientists’ Playlists?!: Many of us listen to music while in the lab, we want to know what

scientists are listening to! What’s the best song for a western blot? Or qPCR?!

• Quirky or Unconventional Scientists: is there a scientist - past or present - who you think has an

interesting story? Help the rest of us discover them with this fun column.

• Lab Bingo: themed around lab life, you can create fun bingo cards for people to play with their lab

mates when things are slow.

• The Time Point Zone: Find and write about activities trainees can do to help pass the time and get

through those longer time points!

CALL FOR CONTRIBUTORS AND SUBMISSIONS

The LMPost is always looking for submissions from LMP students and alumni, including opinion pieces, be

it related to student and campus life, academic and non-academic issues, career development, upcoming

events and volunteer opportunities.

LMPostLMPost

The LMPost also welcomes contributions on a rolling 

basis, and we’re always happy to here from you!

lmpost.utoronto@gmail.com

December 2017

General  Meeting 5:00 pm 

Monday Dec 18th in MSB 6303 
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Alessandra Tuccitto

Miriam Bergeret

Dr. Harry Elsholtz

Chanele Polenz

Quinn Bonafiglia

Houman Tahmasebi

Joseph Samuel

CONTRIBUTORS

FOR READERS

Letters to the editors can be sent to lmpost.utoronto@gmail.com, and may be edited for conciseness

and, or clarity. The LMPost reserves the right to edit, alter, publish, or refuse to publish, anything

submitted for publication.

All contributions, comments, suggestions, or complaints should be sent to

lmpost.utoronto@gmail.com, including submissions for Lol My Thesis, Sh*t PIs Say, LMPubs, etc.

The views and opinions expressed in the LMPost newsletter do not necessarily reflect the official

views of the Department of Laboratory Medicine and Pathobiology, or the Confederation of

Laboratory Medicine and Pathobiology Students (CLAMPS).

Co-Editor

Co-Editor 

LMP Department Consultant

CLAMPS Events, Events Rewind

CLAMPS Events, Events Rewind

CLAMPS Events, Events Rewind

CLAMPS Events, Events Rewind

Copyright © 2017 LMPost

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any 

means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without prior written 

permission. For permission requests, please e-mail the Editors of the LMPost at lmpost.utoronto@gmail.com.

THANK YOU!
This issue would like to sincerely thank Bilal Ahmadi for speaking to us about his career path. We

would also like to thank Dr. Harry Elsholtz, Rama Ponda and Sue Sarju for their continued support of

the LMPost, as well as CLAMPs for their support and help with distributing the LMPost.
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